press release

Berlin Buzzwords celebrates its 6th edition with 600 attendees
+++ 60 international speakers +++ 50 sessions +++ 30 hours of program +++
Berlin, May 31, 2015 – The 6th edition of Berlin Buzzwords started today with the most
interactive part of the Big Data conference, the barcamp. In the upcoming conference days
more than 60 international speakers offer more than 30 hours of program in over 50
sessions on 4 parallel stages. This year Berlin Buzzwords takes place at Postbahnhof Berlin
for the first time. More than 600 attendees are expected to come.
“The great thing about Berlin Buzzwords is the amazing speakers, the world experts, telling
us about their projects and their solutions. We also have a great audience filled with people
who know almost as much as the people on stage. With the barcamp we can get all those
people in one room sharing their ideas with each other. We can get the jump on what's going
to be the hot topics next year from the discussions of this year's barcamp.” says Nick Burch,
organizer of the Berlin Buzzwords barcamp..
The event with focus on open source software addresses topics such as scalable search,
data-analysis in the cloud or NoSQL-databases and distinguishes the three conference
tracks "search", "store" and "scale". Program highlights, amongst others, are the keynote
from Ludwine Probst on “Analytics in the age of the Internet of Things” and from Eric Evans
on “ It's All Fun And Games Until...: A Tale of Repetitive Stress Injury“. Furthermore, the
audience will be offered beginner friendly introductions as well as in-depth technical talks
and workshops. Following the two conference days, meetups und hackathons will take
place on Wednesday, June 3, at various locations in Berlin.
“Berlin Buzzwords is a fantastic place to learn about everything from the latest trends in the
area of search, storage and scalability to in-depth and detailed technical insights from
experts. What's best there's lots of room to meet developers over lunch who use or build
these technologies and benefit from their experience”, says Isabel Drost, co-founder of Berlin
Buzzwords.

Berlin Buzzwords is for developers, analysts and scientists who are involved in large scale
computing projects to discuss and exchange new ideas.
About Berlin Buzzwords
Die Berlin Buzzwords is organized by newthinking in cooperation with Isabel Drost (co-founder
Berlin Buzzwords, member of the Apache Software Foundation, the Apache Hadoop Get Together in
Berlin and co-organiser of the first NoSQL meetup in Europe) and Simon Willnauer (core committer
and Apache Software Foundation Member, co-founder and member of technical staff at
Elasticsearch). The very first Berlin Buzzwords took place in 2010 and attracted more than 300 Big
Data enthusiasts in the former "Filmtheater KOSMOS".
More information can be found here
berlinbuzzwords.de/press
facebook.com/berlinbuzzwords
twitter.com/berlinbuzzwords
plus.google.com/+BerlinbuzzwordsDe
xing.com/net/berlinbuzzwords
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